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Abstract—Photon microscope connected with a camera is the
usual imager required in micromanipulation applications. That
microimager gives high resolution views, but the corresponding
field of view are very narrow and do not allow the vision of the
entire workfield. The classical solution consists in using multiple
views imaging system: a high resolution imager for local view
and a low resolution imager for global view. We are developing
an alternative solution based on image mosaicing that requires
only one microimager. The views from that real microimager
are associated in order to achieve a virtual microimager which
combines a large field of view with a high resolution.
I. INTRODUCTION
Micromanipulation is the manipulation of parts at the mi-
croscale, i.e. in the range from 1 µm to 1 mm, for assembly,
sorting or testing. In addition to biomicroparts like cells and
pollen seeds, artificial microparts are chemically or mechan-
ically synthetized, or micromachined. Classical examples of
the first and second types are respectively grains of powder
like drugs or cosmetics, and optomechatronic components like
balls, pegs, pins, threads, membranes, lenses, shutters and
fibres. In some cases these microparts define final products
(MEMS), otherwise they must be assembly to lead to the final
products. For that purpose some automated microassembly
systems have been developed by [1], [2], [3] and [4]. From
those results it can be noticed that a microimaging system is
always required, and the most used is the photon microscope
connected to a camera. The images and their processing and
analysis allow task surveillance, system control or microparts
recognition. That microimager gives high resolution views
(up to 0.25µm according to the law of Rayleight), but the
corresponding field of view is very narrow and do not allow
the vision of the entire work field. To overcome that problem,
multiple view imaging systems are used: a microimager for
the high resolution and a basic imager for the large field of
view [4]. The drawbacks of that solution are its expensiveness
and the fact the work field is obstructed.
Image mosaicing is an image based rendering technique that
consists in constructing a mosaic image of a scene from set
of small overlapping views of that scene. Each small view
represents a portion of the scene. It virtually increases the
field of view of imaging systems without a lost of resolution
and with a minimum of deformation. Some applications are
panoramic image synthesis [5], [6], [7], [8], video compression
[9], image stabilization [10] and large documents digitization
[11], [12], [13], [14]. The solution for the construction of the
high resolution and large filed of view imager developed in this
paper is based on image mosaicing. A mosaic representing the
background of the work field is first constructed off-line from
the high resolution real views of an imager, and secondly real
time views of that imager are inlaid in-line in this background.
The image mosaicing is mentioned in section 2. Section 3
is presents the construction of the background by improving
usual stages of mosaicing. The inlaid of real time views are
exposed in section 4. Section 5 exposes the results for an
microimaging system based on photon microscope.
II. IMAGE MOSAICING
The image based rendering technique of mosaicing consists
of a registration stage followed by a blending stage. In the
first stage the input images are aligned in the same reference
according to their transformation with this reference. One
image is selected as the reference, the problem is to find
out the transformation between the latter and every image
of the input set of images. That transformation corresponds
to the motion of the imager between the views. After been
registered the images are assembled in a unique view called the
mosaic image. Overlapping zones of the input views are mixed
in order to make then indistinguishable. According to the
method used to recovery the motion of the image, mosaicing
techniques are classified into calibrated motion, intensity or
feature based approaches.
In calibrated motion approach the motion of the imager is
supposed to be known at the beginning or is a translation or a
small rotation, then the registration is immediately performed
[15], [16], [17], [7]. In intensity based approach the trans-
formation between two images is recovered by an iterative
algorithm with all the pixels of the overlapped zones [18].
In feature based approach the transformation is estimated by
algorithms with only some pairs of matched feature points
in both views [19]. In this paper we do not use calibrated
motion approach since we do not know the motion of the
imager. We do not use the intensity based approach because
of it possible convergence toward a local minimum i.e. the
transformation recovery is impossible. We use the Direct
Linear Transformation (DLT) [20] algorithm based on matched
features in both images.
III. SYNTHESIS OF THE BACKGROUND IMAGE
The background image of the imager corresponds to a
mosaic image. A feature based approach using the DLT
algorithm is used. Usual stages are improved in order make
them more accurate and robust.
A. Registration
We will explain the registration process by considering only
two input images I and I ′ where I is considered as the
reference one. The process is the same for I ′ and I ′′, I ′′
and I ′′′, ... until the last image is reached. The motion of the
camera (translation and/or rotation) between I and I ′ induced
a projective transformation between both images. The latter is
expressed through a collineation matrix, G. The registration
means the rectification of I ′ according to the reference I i.e.
the warping of I ′ by the inverse of G (Fig. 1). Our feature
based approach consists in detecting feature points in both
images, their matching, estimation of G by DLT, warping of
I ′.
Fig. 1. Example of registration: left, the couple of original images (a
table), right, the couple of images with the second rectified by the projective
transformation with the reference.
1) Features points detection: In order to find the interest
points (features), we use the popular Harris detector [21].
Harris detector is a corner detector which is based on an auto-
correlation function since the latter puts in light the intensity
changes in an image. By considering a small shift the auto-
correlation can be approximated as followed:
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with I the image, Ix and Iy the derivatives of I along x
and y respectively. For every pixel of the image the bilinear
approximation (1) is computed and the detector response R
can be expressed as followed:
R = detM − k (trace M)
2
(2)
where, detM = λ1λ2 and trace M = λ1 +λ2 with λ1 and
λ2 the eigenvalues of M . The value of k is defined empirically
0.04 × 10−6 in our experiments. According to the detector
response and the eigenvalues, it is possible to determine if the
point is a corner, an edge or a flat.
We will determine the feature points by the fact the detector
response is superior to a specified threshold.
2) Feature Points Matching: This stage consists in match-
ing the two sets of points found by Harris detector, one set
for each image. The correspondence begins by defining the
correlation window around the feature found in I and the same
around every feature of I ′. The Zero-mean Normalized Sum
of Squared Differences (ZNSSD) criterion, is used to estimate
the likelihood:
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where I¯ and I¯ ′ are respectively the mean of I and I ′. The
minimum value of the criterion corresponds to the maximum
likelihood between both features. The corresponding features
are then matched. Noise and the illumination changes can lead
to bad matchings.
3) Removal of outliers and DLT: Robust estimation of the
collineation matrix requires to remove bad matchings. The
RANSAC algorithm (RANdom SAmple Consensus) is often
use for that purpose and G estimation. First introduced by [22]
it randomly selects four couples of points (p, p′) with p the
feature of I and p′ the feature of I ′. p and p′ are linked by:
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where p = (x, y, 1)T , p′ = (x′, y′, 1)T ) and ∼ equality up
to a scale. It can written:
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That equation is of the form:
Ag = 0 (6)
For each correspondence (p, p′) the DLT computes the
matrix A and performs a Singular Value Decomposition (SVD)
of it:
A = UΣV T (7)
The collineation matrix G∗ for the corresponding subset of
points is determined by the last column of V . G∗ is used to
compute the correspondence p∗ of every pixel p of the input
subset:
p∗ = G∗p (8)
Then the euclidian distance between the four pixel p′ and
p∗ is computed, if it is superior to a predefined threshold
the corresponding pixel p′ is removed from the input set.
Then RANSAC performs the filtering of the data with several
randomly subsets. As soon as the filtering is over DLT is used
to recovery the collineation matrix G [20].
4) Image Warping: The matrix G is used to warp the image
I ′. In order to avoid holes in the result image a backward
method is used. It consists in defining an empty image (the
color value of every pixel is set to zero). G and bicubic
interpolation are used to determine the position of every pixel
of the empty image in I ′, the value of that pixel becomes the
value of the pixel in the empty view.
B. Blending
Fig. 2. Three-layer method: I′′ image layer, Mb alpha layer and M
′
t
transfer
layer.
Blending consists in fusing the input images, previously
rectified as exposed above, in order to obtain only one image,
the mosaic. The method used is not a simple overlapping nor
an average filtering of common regions since they have been
known to make the seams visible. A flexible method of the
type exposed in [23] is implemented. But instead of defining
a unique layer for all the pixels of the warped image three
layers are defined: one for the warped view I ′′, another for
the transparency (the coefficients are the blending coefficients
or the alpha coefficients) Mb and the other for the transfer
mask M ′t (Fig. 2). The value Ir of every pixel of the mosaic
is the pixel value, I the pixel value, Ir is the product I and
the complementary coefficients of Mb with the addition of the
product of I ′′ by the coefficient of Mb only for the pixels
equal to 1 in the transfer mask:
Ir (xr, yr) = I (x, y) [1−Mb (xb, yb)]
+ {I ′′ (x′′, y′′)Mb (xb, yb) |M
′
t (x
′
t, y
′
t) = 1}
(9)
Fig. 3. Result of three-layer blending: left, top and bottom the original
images, right the mosaic.
Fig. 3 shows an illustration of the process, the left top image
is the reference one, the left down image is warped and the
right image is the result of the blending of both images. In
this mosaic the transition between the two assembled images
is invisible, the quality of the mosaic is high. An algorithm
is used to automatically crop the image in order to obtain a
rectangular mosaic. This algorithm splits in four quadrants the
mosaic according to its centroid. In each quadrant, for every
pixel of the border, the area of the rectangle between this pixel
and the centroid is computed. The pixel for which the are is
maximum, is selected as the target points for the bounding
box of the cropping zone.
IV. INLAY OF VIEWS IN THE MOSAIC
The final result of blending is the mosaic which is a large
view of the scene at the resolution of input images. If the
resolution of the latter is high then the resolution of the mosaic
is high. The mosaic defines the background image, it is static.
In order to get dynamic images, real time views (video) of
the scene are inlaid automatically in that background. First
the position of the video frame is found in the mosaic using
a correlation algorithm.
Fig. 4. Method to inlay views in the mosaic.
The algorithm is valid for fixed or mobile imager. Secondly
the region of the mosaic of the same size as the video frame
is stored and mixed with the video frame:
Im (xm, ym) = If (xf , yf )M (x, y)
+Ibkg (xbkg, ybkg) [1−M (x, y)]
(10)
where Im is the new value of the pixel in the mosaic, If
the value of the pixel in the frame, Ibkg the old value of the
pixel and M the alpha layer as explained above. After been
mixed, that image is overlaid in the remained mosaic (Fig. 4).
The final result a virtual imager combining resolution of the
imager (that can be high) with the large field of view.
V. APPLICATION
The microimager considered is a miniature videomicroscope
from SPI including a 6x objective with a 768 × 576 pixels
camera. The magnification is high then the resolution is also
high, but the field of view is only about 3mm2 which is
small and does not allow the view of the entire workfield in
the majority of micromanipulation applications. For example
an assembly means a station where a part is picked up and
an other station where the part in placed. The corresponding
workfield is very large in comparison of the field of view of
the microimager. A xyz stage is used to scan the scene and
get the input images of the process. In the first experiment
we consider a gear mounted in a watch. We record 25 images
with about 50% overlapping rate. We get the mosaic presented
Fig. 5 : the size is 1934 × 1516 pixels with a resolution of
3µm/pixel, the field is about 5.8× 4.5mm2.
Fig. 5. Mosaicing of a watch gear: 25 images, 1934 × 1516 pixels, 3
µm/pixel, 26 mm2 and 7 Mo.
In the second experiment we consider the border of the
watch, 36 images with an overlapping rate of 40% are assem-
bled to form the mosaic presented Fig. 6. Its size is 1957×1599
pixels with a resolution of 3µm/pixel. The scanned field is
about 5.8 × 4.7mm2. Then, the microimager is positioned
somewhere in the work field and its images are projected in
that mosaic. The result is a virtual microimager with a high
resolution (3µm/pixel) and large field of view (5.8×4.7mm2).
Fig. 6 shows a snapshot from that microimager : a tip is
manipulating polystyrene balls of diameter 250µm over a the
border of a watch.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have developed a way to construct a virtual microimager
that combines high resolution with large field of view. First
a mosaic is constructed from overlapped images using a
feature based approach. The images are registered with robust
algorithms and seamless blended. Secondly real time images
from the microimager is automatically projected in the mosaic.
That kind of microimager will be useful in micromanipulation
applications whose require the vision of the entire work field
instead only the picking up station or the placing station.
Future work will deals with the application of the virtual
imaging in real assembly tasks, particularly the assembly of
Fig. 6. A snapshot from the virtual microimager: a tip is manipulated
polystyrene balls of diameter 250 µm.
silicon parts of 400µm× 400µm× 4µm under a stereo video
microscope with 2x objective and the assembly of silicon
parts of 40µm× 40µm× 4µm under multiple microimaging
system with 10x objectives. We will also solve the following
problems: the performing of an autofocus in order to avoid
defocused images, the projection of images from a mobile
microimager, the projection of multiple images.
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